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landed opening slots for both.
Formed with high school friends Andy Miller, 

Chris Vogel, Lukas Frank, and Bryan DeLeon, Kitten 
provided Chaidez with a natural vehicle for her 
own musical growth. She drew from deep sources 
when she began writing songs, using an extensive 
knowledge of ’70s and ’80s pop-punk for which 
she thanks her father, former drummer for ’70s punk 
project Thee Undertakers. Kitten’s two EPs—2012’s 
Cut It Out and 2010’s Sunday School—are audibly 
grounded in two generations’ worth of music history, 
with heavy synths, rushing noise guitar, and a 
singer’s voice that recalls the screeches of Karen O 
and breathy soul of Chan Marshall.

The band’s debut LP moves away from the 
ambient rock of past decades to incorporate 
chopped-and-mixed melodies with Chaidez crooning 
lyrics inspired by the Pet Shop Boys and Til 
Tuesday records she grew up on. Co-written with 
and produced by manager and family friend Chad 
Anderson, the album trades early Kitten’s lo-fi guitars 
for synths and electronic drums—and reflects lessons 
learned during months of playing energetic live 
shows across the country.

With its driving tempo and electronically-enhanced 
vocals, “Sensible” begs to be blasted at a club 
packed with sparkly shoulder pads and blown-out 
perms—the kind of place that nearly led Chaidez 
down a dark path one year ago. “I’d be like, ‘Hey, 
meet me in the bathroom,’” she recalls of brief 
exchanges with strangers who provided the same 
substances that derailed so many of her idols—a fact 
that hit her during a moment of downtime in front of a 
TV. “I was watching a Queen documentary and they 
were talking about making their first record,” Chaidez 
says. “And I was like, ‘Holy shit, I’m making my first 
record. What am I doing?’” 

Whatever course corrections she made, Chaidez’s 
latest songs show she’s far from another tabloid teen 
sensation. On one, “Like A Stranger,” she considers 
young love-as-spiritual breakthrough, trilling “I kissed 
you in the movies/ With a bitter heart/ A cynic’s eye/ 
And if Jesus walks on water/ Died with grace/ And 
made you mine.” It’s a haunting song with an almost 
eerie old-soul quality—never mind the fact its author 
is in high school. 
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In a California theater, Chloe Chaidez 
writhes and snakes across the stage, 
a chocolate tumble of hair cloaking her 
face as her body obeys the commands 
of a pulsing synth that soon lands her 
atop a speaker—a black silhouette in 
the blinding corona of camera flashes 
from the crushing crowd: This is what 
people mean when they say “A star is 
born.”

A month later, Chaidez sits at her 
parents’ Los Angeles home, midway 
through a four-hour high school 
tutoring session, recalling this key 
moment in the speedy ascent of her 
ambient-rock act Kitten. “There were 
so many people there,” Chaidez says of 
the Paramore show Kitten opened at 
the Fox Theater in Pomona, California. 
And the influx of new fans that brief set 
won was, says Chaidez, “just amazing.”

Two weeks after the Fox show, Kitten 
released its Atlantic debut EP Cut It 
Out and began a month-long residency 
at the Bootleg Theater in Los Angeles, 
which ended with a final sold-out night 
that had lines wrapping around the 
building. That was when Chaidez knew 
Kitten had arrived. “We’ve opened for 

big artists that have you saying, ‘Oh, 
well this is Twin Shadow’s fan base,’” 
she says, referencing a London show 
two years ago. “To have the fans show 
up for us was a really great feeling. 
That’s all I could really ask for.”

And it’s more than most 17-year-olds 
could even imagine. Though still a high 
school senior, Chaidez has landed a 
deal with Atlantic Records, opened 
for Young the Giant and Charli XCX, 
and is now preparing for the January 
release of her band’s full-length, as-
yet-untitled debut. But all this suits 
Chaidez’s schedule thus far.

At 10, while most of her peers 
were listening to the latest Now 
That’s What I Call Music, Chaidez 
was learning to play bass and forming 
her own cover band, Wild Youth. “We 
weren’t legitimate in any way,” she 
says. “We did covers—really lame 
covers, like ‘Sweet Child O’ Mine.’” 
But it was their covers of modern 
bands like Midlake and Bright Eyes 
that they recorded and sent to the 
groups themselves that eventually 
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